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Abstract
With the support of our local clinical commissioning group, we developed a
pathway of care to support risky drinkers in attaining and maintaining an alcohol
reduction treatment goal. Thirty seven patients attending a nurse-led alcohol treatment
clinic were provided with the opportunity to commence nalmefene as an adjunct
to psychosocial support in the form of nurse delivered structured one-to-one brief
intervention. At 3 and 6 month follow-up we observed a 79% retention rate with
sustained levels of reduced risky drinking behavior. This is a small observational sample,
but does provide some promising observations for development of care pathways that
include pharmacotherapy as a treatment choice to help patients reduce their drinking.
Well-designed research studies are needed to examine the utility and effectiveness of
nalmefene in real life healthcare settings.

ABBREVIATIONS
AUDIT: Alcohol use Disorders Identification Test; SADQ:
Severity of Alcohol Dependence Questionnaire; NICE: Health
and Care Excellence; EMA: European Medicines Agency; EBI:
Extended Brief Intervention; TLFB: Time Line Follow Back; ASN:
Alcohol Specialist Nurse

INTRODUCTION

Alcohol consumption and its associated consequences remain
a major public health challenge. Policies aimed at decreasing
population level consumption through controlling alcohol
availability and affordability have been shown to be effective
[1,2]. However, the development of individual treatments aimed
at alcohol reduction is also a crucial adjunct to this strategy. Risky
drinking is far more prevalent than physiological or psychological
dependence on alcohol, and significantly increases the likelihood
of psychological, social and physical harm, with alcohol use
causing an estimated 10% of total disability-adjusted life years
lost [3]. Unfortunately, it remains the case that identification of
those most vulnerable to harm from risky drinking behaviour
remains inadequate [4], and stratification of individual risk based
on DSM IV or ICD-10 criteria is rare in generalist clinical settings.
This persists despite an international consensus for the utilisation

of screening strategies across different healthcare settings [4],
and effectiveness of preventive non-specialist approaches such
as brief interventions [BI] [5,6]. One of the reported barriers to
implementing such strategies is the professional scepticism for
the effectiveness of alcohol reduction interventions [7,8] and
the lack of services available for referral. The fact that treatment
services have traditionally been aimed at dependent drinkers
has perhaps reinforced the notion that those at the less severe
end of the alcohol-problems spectrum do not require specialist
intervention. This helps explain reports which state that the
majority of individuals who would benefit from an alcohol
intervention will never receive support [9,10]. It is paramount
therefore that novel approaches are developed to both identify
and provide treatment for risky drinkers.

Importantly, an improved understanding of the biological
mechanisms underpinning alcohol misuse has resulted in the
development and utilisation of several medications aimed at
alcohol reduction and/or abstinence. The opioid receptor system
modulator, nalmefene is one such pharmacotherapy. It acts as an
antagonist at the mu and delta receptor and as a partial agonist
at the kappa receptor [11], although affinity is variable across
receptor subtypes [12]. Nalmefene is reported to reduce both
craving and the rewarding effects associated with alcohol and, as
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such, can be considered an anti-craving mediation which aims to
reduce consumption rather than maintain abstinence [13].

The aim of this report is to assist primary care practitioners
in identifying patients where nalmefene may provide an effective
adjunct to psychosocial intervention. We have described the
characteristics that we believe make these patients suitable for
treatment, [consistent with NICE health technology appraisal
[14] and briefly discuss some contemporary issues in this area.
In presenting our outcomes we acknowledge the limitations
associated with observational data collection and small sample
sizes. Furthermore, we are unable to present reliable drug
compliance data.

CASE PRESENTATION

These patients, who were not thought to pose a risk of acute
alcohol withdrawal after a full history and physical assessment,
had been referred to a nurse-led alcohol treatment clinic in an
acute hospital and were otherwise unselected. The assessment
was performed by an alcohol specialist nurse [ASN] and included
alcohol consumption measures via quantity frequency utilising
time follow back [TLFB] [15], Alcohol Use Disorder Identification
Tool [AUDIT] [16] and Severity of Alcohol Dependence
Questionnaire [SADQ] [17]. The presence of significant
liver disease was excluded via assessment of biochemical
markers of alcohol- related liver disease [gamma-glutamyl
transferase, alanine transaminase, bilirubin and albumin] and/
or fibroelastography of the liver. Patients were screened for
opioid use [illicit or prescribed] as a positive response excluded
nalmefene use.

Where an alcohol-reduction treatment goal was negotiated,
the patient received psychosocial support in the form of oneto-one extended brief interventions [EBI] using a standardised
protocol [18], which included a minimum of 2 interventions
over 2 weeks, delivered by one of two ASNs with a duration of
between 5 and 10 minutes. If this did not result in successful
alcohol-reduction the patient was commenced on nalmefene 18
mg on an as-needed basis, with maximum daily dose of one tablet
[19]. The patients were provided with a diary combining alcohol
consumption and medication compliance, and a manufactures
information booklet containing Medical Information Card.
Between March and September 2014 37 [12 females] patients
were prescribed nalmefene. The median age was 49 years [IQR =
17] (Figure 1). All patients had baseline alcohol assessment data
and either biochemical or fibroelastography data as reported in
Table 1.
This is a contemporary cohort and therefore patients are at
different stages in the treatment pathway. Retention in treatment
was good; 34 of the 37 patients were due three month follow-up
J Addict Med Ther 3(1): 1012 (2015)
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Number of patients

In 2013, the European Medicines Agency [EMA] approved
nalmefene for the reduction of alcohol consumption in adults
who continue to drink heavily following structured intervention.
In November 2014, the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence [NICE] published their technology appraisal for
implementing nalmefene in the UK [14]. Therefore, there is a
need to ensure that clinicians, particularly those in primary
care, have the knowledge and opportunities to develop skills in
managing this patient group.
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Figure 1 Distribution of cohort by age range and sex.

Table 1: Baseline characteristics for patients prescribed nalmefene.
Variable

N

Median

Interquartile
range

AUDIT Score

37

21

12

Fibroelastography [kPa]

29

6.1

Alanine transaminase

35

26

Albumin

35

45

Gamma-glutamyl
transferase

Bilirubin

35

35

4.3

66

138

8

9

35
6

Abbreviations: AUDIT: Alcohol use disorders identification test

appointments, of which 27 attended [79%]. Eleven out of the 14
patients [79%] due six month follow-up attended. This retention
rate compares favourably with those reported in healthcare
based brief intervention studies [20,21] At both three and six
month follow-up there appeared to be a sustained improvement
in alcohol risk category (Figure 2).

DISCUSSION

We have provided an analysis of a naturally occurring patient
cohort. Although identified as having developed significant
problems around their alcohol use, the patients at the time of
assessment: a] did not present with any symptoms of physical
dependence, and b] recognized the need for support and
treatment, which is perhaps more significant. These patients
expressed a preferred treatment goal of alcohol reduction and
perceived abstinence as neither realistic nor desired, which
is an important factor in this treatment pathway [22]. It could
therefore be argued that both the high rates of follow-up and
positive outcomes observed in this small cohort are due to a selfselecting highly motivated, treatment seeking population.
Reducing alcohol consumption to safer levels is viewed as an
option to improve the global health status of patients [23], and
so the use of pharmacotherapy to support reduced consumption
as a treatment goal is emerging as a viable option [24]. This
treatment goal can either be used as a vehicle to permanent
responsible use of alcohol or as an intermediate step towards
attaining abstinence [25]. Use of this novel approach to treatment
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Baseline; n=37

3 month follow-up; n=27

6 month follow-up; n=11

Figure 2 Alcohol consumption risk categorisation at baseline and follow-up. Risk categorisation based on AUDIT score [39].

has been cited [26] as more desirable than abstinence in several
subgroups of risky drinkers. Unfortunately, our cohort is too
small to draw conclusions.

It has long been understood that risk from alcohol
consumption is complex and multifactorial [27]. Therefore it is not
surprising that there is no single drug with universal efficacy or
evidence for superiority [28,29]. Instead there are several drugs
with different actions of moderate efficacy [30, 31]. Nalmefene
represents a new clinical choice in an area that is under-served
with treatment modalities. Importantly, it remains to be seen
whether nalmefene will offer genuine clinical advantages over
the established opiate antagonist naltrexone, although the latter
is not currently licensed in the UK for reducing consumption.
However, through careful selection of patients [32-34] nalmafene
has the potential to reduce the overall burden associated with
risky drinking behavior [35]. Utilizing information gained
through screening may lead to better identification and
stratification of patients into appropriate treatment pathways,
and may ultimately aid healthcare practitioners in providing a
more personalized service. The use of such a model may help to
increase patient engagement, adherence and motivation, which
should translate to improved attainment of treatment objectives
[36].
Although our patients came from a heterogeneous population,
this did not seem to influence our cohorts’ willingness to engage,
ability to comply or treatment outcome. Therefore, we hope
that this observational study will help healthcare practitioners,
particularly those in primary care, in identifying this population
as an important target group in reducing overall alcohol-related
harm. Moreover, we hope to have imparted confidence for
practitioners to utilise alcohol reduction as a treatment option.
The practitioner and patient need to work closely to understand
the factors and objectives that may underlie individual treatment
success, and personalise therapy accordingly [37, 38].
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